SPRAYER ROW GUIDANCE FOR CORN

HEADSIGHT
HARVESTING SOLUTIONS
OUR PRODUCT VISION ENHANCES YOURS

Having a clear vision of what’s ahead makes a difference in life and in the field. It allows you to plan, to make choices, and to take action. Our vision at Headsight is helping farmers increase their productivity without increasing your workload. It is the driving force behind our product innovation, and it continues to be our single focus.

This commitment extends to our row guidance systems. Each one is engineered to reduce stress while restoring the joy of product application. By not worrying about the little details, you can focus on reaping the rewards.

TRUESIGHT 2 INTERFACES

INTERFACES

Truesight® 2 systems can be calibrated and operated from the cab using either the VT or the remote.
Truesight® 2 is the latest in Headsight’s row guidance control systems. Its high-accuracy auto-steer technology keeps sprayers on target to achieve greater productivity and reducing crop damage. It is not tied to GPS; therefore, it can be installed on nearly any sprayer once the steering valve or motor is installed. Truesight’s easy operation and increased capabilities make it a sound choice for modern spraying operations.

**Features**
- Provides the most advanced row guidance control
- Supplies direct control of valves for maximum response
- Utilizes advanced settings to increase performance in the toughest conditions

**Benefits**
- Includes tilt compensation for hillsides
- Allows easy Wi-Fi updates with Techlink™
- Features intuitive, easy operation
- Allows operator to focus on other tasks
- Reduces operator fatigue, enabling longer hours of operation
- Stays centered on row in poor visibility

“Truesight 2 helped me apply product more accurately and at a faster speed than I could using GPS.”
— John Lininger, Sycamore, Ohio
HEADSIGHT® SENSORS ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD

Headsight row guidance systems provide advanced auto-steer control for sprayer applications. These high-accuracy controls guide the sprayer down the row, helping the operator stay on target to deliver greater yields. Headsight features a single sensor that feels two rows of stalks and communicates their position to the sprayer.

SENSOR FEATURES

- Stainless steel sensor body
- Single sensor design - for the best row sensing performance
- Adjustable row width
- Reverse spring trip arms
- Oil-impregnated bushings
- Hall effect sensor - to eliminate moving parts

“Truesight 2 for sprayers lessens my fatigue so that I can continue applications for longer during the day.”
– Jon Langfeldt | Plymouth, IN
TRUEVISION
FOR SPRAYER GUIDANCE

Sprayer guidance sensor can be raised from the cab.

Pneumatic raise option

Electric raise option

“Truesight 2 for sprayers protected my corn from being run over in tough field conditions.” – Carl, Indiana
SPRAYER ROW GUIDANCE
SUPPORTED MODELS

SUPPORTED SPRAYERS
- Challenger RoGator: RG1100 and RG1300
- Case IH: 3230, 3320, 3330, 3340, 4420, 4430, 4440, and 5550
- Hagie: STS10, STS12, STS14, and STS16
- John Deere: 4720, 4730, 4820, 4830, 4930, and 4940
- Miller: 5240, 5250, 5257, and 6500
- New Holland: SP.25OF, SP.275, and SP.300F

SUPPORTED STEERING VALVES
- Ag Leader Valve
- Case IH AccuGuide w/ Trimble Valve
- Hagie Valve
- John Deere AutoTrac
- Miller w/ Raven SmartTrax
- New Holland w/ Raven SmartTrax
- Challenger RoGator w/ Raven SmartTrax

SUPPORTED VT DISPLAYS
- Ag Leader InCommand and Integra
- Case IH Pro 700
- New Holland Intelliview IV
- Raven Viper 4
- John Deere 2630

“Running Truesight 2 kept the sprayer where it needed to be for the best application and allowed the operator to have an easier, more relaxing day.”
- Matt Frye | Hazelton, Iowa

“Truesight 2 was especially helpful with late-season applications of fungicide.”
- Gelhaus Farms | Ohio
TRUESIGHT 2 SUPPORT

TECHLINK™ - UPDATE HORIZON® AND TRUESIGHT® 2 FROM YOUR MOBILE DEVICE

The Techlink™ app is the mobile counterpart to the Horizon® and Truesight® 2 controller. To provide the latest features and functionality, Techlink can download and install new controller software. It can also be used to send diagnostic log files to Headsight® Support for assistance with your product.

- Works with iOS and Android devices
- Provides the latest features
- Updates easily while in the field
- Bypasses the need for computer or USB connections
- Retrieves and sends diagnostic logs
- Supplies more information for in-field diagnostics

“Using Truesight 2 for sprayers reduces operator stress in normal conditions and allows for easier product application in fields without GPS assistance.” – Jacob McGraw | Attica, Indiana

headsight.com
THE HEADSIGHT® STORY

By focusing on the farmer’s needs, pushing innovation, and never letting “can’t” have the final say, Headsight® is committed to providing the hard-working men and women who put the food on our tables with the best harvesting solutions in the world.

The Headsight product line reflects this devotion. It includes Truesight 2, Headsight height control, and various solution kits for corn and grain. These tools allow unparalleled accuracy in harvesting control.

We invite you to experience the difference.

Rich Gramm, President

He told them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field.” Luke 10:2
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